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Magneto-optical trap as an optical lattice
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~Received 3 May 1999; published 14 December 1999!

We study the magneto-optical trap~MOT! as an optical lattice with a setup providing full phase control for
all light fields. Although completely different light fields are possible for various phases, we have found
experimental evidence that stored atoms are generally localized in micropotentials of the six-beam lattice. The
influence of the phase variation is surprisingly small, suggesting that the robust behavior of the MOT is a
consequence of this fact. We find furthermore good agreement of our experimental data with a simple theo-
retical model which reduces the complicated MOT to a description of steady-state atoms localized at points of
the deepest adiabatic light-shift potential.

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk
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Since its invention@1#, the magneto-optical trap~MOT!
has become the most important primary device for the pre
ration of a sample of cold atoms. It is now widely appre
ated that even for moderate experimental conditions reg
ing laser intensities, beam quality or mechanical stabi
trapping and cooling of atoms is readily achieved. In
simple concept, the properties of the MOT are described
averaged radiation pressure forces which are spatially m
fied by a magnetic quadrupole field which also defines
center of the trapping volume@2#. While this ‘‘restoring
force and damping constant model’’ description is accepta
at a more global scale, refined temperature measuremen@3#
and the observation of very narrow nonlinear resonance
the transmission of a weak probe beam@4,5# were connected
to polarization gradient cooling mechanisms in perio
light-induced potentials@6,7#. The light interference pattern
however, strongly depends on the phase relations betw
the six trapping laser beams which are not controlled in
usual MOT experiments. This uncertainty was one of
reasons that after the first reported observation of nar
Raman resonances in MOTs@4,5#, researchers switched t
simpler one-dimensional~1D! light-field configurations with
a clearly defined polarization state@8#.

Spectroscopy of such specially constructed ‘‘optical l
tices’’ ~later also in two and three dimensions! exhibits nar-
row nonlinear resonances providing information about
localization and dynamics of atoms in optical micropote
tials @8–10#. These techniques were also applied to the tw
dimensional limit of a MOT operated with phase stable lig
fields by Hemmerichet al. @11#. The 2D limit shows a strong
sensitivity of spatial confinement on the relative phases. T
oretical calculations also expect in general strong change
the atomic dynamics as a function of the relative phases@12–
14#.

Drawing on both the experimental as well as the conc
tual expertise developed with simple optical lattices@15,16#,
we are now in a position to show that atoms in a MOT a
generally localized in light-shift potentials and that in co
trast to expectations this fact is only weakly dependent
the relative phases of the three interfering standing wa
We compare these observations to a so-called ‘‘good’’ o
cal lattice, where the atoms are localized at points of circu
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polarization. All experimental results are shown to agr
well with calculations based on a no-free-parameter se
classical model for the atom-light interaction.

Our experimental setup is identical with a standard s
beam magneto-optical trap, with the only exception be
that the two relative time phases of the three contribut
standing waves are intrinsically stable. The concept use
single standing wave which is multiply folded and broug
into triple intersection with itself. The relative phases of t
three contributing standing waves can be adjusted by me
of Faraday rotators. Details of this approach have been p
lished elsewhere@17#.

To be specific, we now define the laser beams throu
their wave vectorskn , polarizationsen , and phasesfn so
that the electric field takes the formEL(r ,t)
5E0(nene1 i (knr1fn)e2 ivLt1c.c. The six wave vectors cor
respond to the Cartesian directionsk6x56ex••• and the
relative time phases are defined with respect to thez axis as
Fx5fx5f2x , Fy5fy5f2y , and Fz[0[fz[f2z .
The resulting light field depends on the phasesFx ,Fy and
polarizationsen . The circular polarizations of our MOT la
ser beams are generated by activating electro-optic switc
to change the incoming polarizations from linear to circu
e6x

MOT5(0,1,7 i ),e6y
MOT5(7 i ,0,1),e6z

MOT5(1,6 i ,0). A spe-
cial case occurs for the MOTFx50,Fy50: The polarization is

linear at all points as in a one-dimensionals1s2 standing
wave, but the intensity pattern is fully modulated~with eight
intensity zeros perl3 unit cell!. In the deactivated state o
the electro-optic switches, the light configuratione6x

lin 5(0,
61,1),e6y

lin 5(1,0,61),e6z
lin 5(61,1,0) gives us immediate

access to a three-dimensional generalization of the lin' lin
@7# standing wave~3D lin' lin): For time phasesFx50,Fy
50, the resulting interference pattern does not show
intensity variation apart from the envelope of the interferi
laser beams. Instead, the polarization grating lattice is fu
modulated from circular to linear. In this case one expe
atoms to be well localized at points of circular polarizati
@18#.

The trapping laser light field was drawn from a T
sapphire laser with frequency jitter less than 300 kHz w
respect to the center of the cesiumD2 line F54→F855
transition. Repumping~for theF53→F854 transition! and
©1999 The American Physical Society09-1
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probe laser light was derived from diode lasers. The f
quency of the probe laser was tuned to the vicinity of
trapping laser and controlled by a phase-locking techni
@19# yielding sub kHz spectroscopic resolution in pro
transmission measurements.

The experiment is computer controlled, allowing fu
variation of laser intensity, frequency offsets, and polari
tion state. The MOT is typically loaded with 107 atoms, at a
red detuningd of one natural linewidthG, an intensity of six
times the saturation intensityI S51.1 mW/cm2 in each
beam, and at a magnetic-field gradient of 3 G/cm. T
sample is then switched to the configuration under invest
tion and left to thermalize within 10 ms.

For transmission spectroscopy, a probe beam with w
intensity compared to the saturation intensity is focus
through the trapped sample of atoms at a small ('10°) angle
to thez symmetry axis. Once the desired sample is prepa
a spectrum of the transmitted intensity is monitored with
100 ms, which is short compared to typical decay times
the trapped sample of order 1 s at aresidual gas pressure o
5310210 mbar. Trapping laser intensity and detuning fro
the atomic resonance are varied betweenI 5(6 –1.5)I S and
d5(1 –9)G, respectively, implying a light-shift potentia
depthU0 corresponding to 1022103 photon recoil energies
ER .

In Fig. 1 we show a characteristic spectrum in the imm
diate vicinity of the trapping laser frequency. Since in t
MOT0,0 the polarization is linear everywhere, its directio
may be taken as the local quantization axis. The lowest
tical potential then occurs formF50, and Raman transition
between different vibrational levels are allowed as indica
by the letters (A) –(D). Since the local linear polarizatio
can take on different orientations@20#, bothp ands transi-
tions are observed for both linear and circular probe po
ization. The imbalance of transitionsDmF521 ~C! and
DmF511 ~D! is determined by the population difference
the sublevels, which is indicated by the sizes of the dots
Fig. 1.

In the case of the 3D lin' lin light field, the general ap-
pearance of the spectrum~see Fig. 3! is similar to the
MOT0,0, in spite of the very different types of light fields. A
the atoms are localized at points of pure circular polarizati

FIG. 1. Left: Transmission spectra for the MOT0,0 light field for
linear ~gray! and circular probe polarization. For trapping laser p
rameters,I 5(3.8)I S per beam,d5(25.3)G, and the typical total
absorption is 3–5 %. Right: Identification of the observed re
nances (A) –(D). Thick arrows correspond to lattice photons a
hence top transitions due to our choice of quantization axis. Th
arrows correspond top- as well ass-polarized probe photons.
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optical pumping populates only one sublevel which can
locally defined asumFu5F54. This fact is responsible fo
the narrowing of spectral lines compared to the MOT0,0 case,
where various Raman transitions starting from differentmF
sublevels contribute to the~A! and ~B! resonances with
slightly different resonance frequencies. In the 3D lin' lin
lattice, only theumFu54 sublevel is populated and now eve
higher-order Raman transitions can be observed becaus
contributions starting from different vibrational levels ha
almost equal~besides the small potential anharmonicit!
resonance frequencies.

Compared to the MOT0,0 case, the (C)-type transition
umFu54→umFu53 now is more clearly separated from th
DmF50 transitions~A! and (B). This is due to the fact tha
the greater difference of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients indu
a higher separation of sublevelsmF564 andmF563 com-
pared tomF50 andmF561.

Our interpretation of the observed resonances is stron
supported by the dependence of the frequency differenc
the gain ~A! and the loss peak~B! on the position of the
uDmFu51 transition~C! as shown in Fig. 2. The observe
square-root-type relationnOsz5kAnC suggests that for
nearly harmonic optical potentials, the frequency differen
(nA2nB)/2 is equal tonOsz, the frequency separation of th
vibrational levels, while the positionnC is a measure of the
light-shift potential depth. The fitted values fork allow
quantitative comparison with our model~see below!. The
smaller jitter of experimental data for the 3D lin' lin0,0 spec-
tra is due to its sharper morphology, which facilitates eva
ation of the spectral line positions.

In order to model transmission spectra, we made the
lowing simplifying assumptions: Trapped atoms are conc
trated near locations of minimal potential energy induced
light shifts, and it is sufficient to study the atom light inte
action at these points. In order to determine the location
lowest potential energy, we have computed the steady-s
solution of the atomic ground-state density matrix, which
available in analytical form@21,22# for arbitrary angular mo-
menta and light-field polarization. This gives us the popu
tions of the various magnetic sublevels as well as their s
tially varying light shifts. At the minima of the potential
their curvature yields the oscillation frequencies and he
the separation of the vibrational levels.

The transmission spectra depend furthermore on

-

- FIG. 2. Observed oscillator frequenciesnOsz versus position of
(C)-type transitionsnC for MOT0,0 and 3D lin' lin0,0 lattice ~gray!.
Fitted lines correspond to square-root functions.
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population of oscillator levelsPv . Only 1D model calcula-
tions are available, but we have noticed that reported po
lations seem to depend little on angular momentum and s
a remarkable insensitivity to the light shift for moderate
tensities already~light shift .50ER). We have therefore ac
cepted the valuesP0'0.35,P1'0.25,P2'0.15, P3
'0.10, . . . from Refs.@23–25# and inserted them into ou
calculation. Only for smaller light shifts does the assumpt
of constant populations seem not to be valid anymore, in
cating that the number of bound vibrational levels is decre
ing rapidly in that regime. This result can be connected
our observation that localization can hardly be observed
light shifts below 50ER , which is equivalent toVRabi

2 /dG
&0.04 and corresponds tonC&200 kHz in Fig. 2.

We do not explicitly take into account the polarization
the probe beam, since due to the high symmetry of the l
fields there will always bes as well asp transitions possible
@20#. Each allowed transition is represented by a Lorentz
resonance curve weighted by the corresponding level po
lations with linewidths scaling as GOsz5G8(v
11/2)AER /U0 @26#, whereG8 is the optical pumping rate
Although this scaling law is usually applied to good optic
lattices only, we would like to point out that equally narro
resonances can be observed in other light fields as well.
fact has been previously observed and explained for the
of p-polarized potential wells@27#. However, as there ar
always several transitions contributing to each of the re
nances (A) –(D), the observed linewidth is determined b
their frequency difference rather than by the width of t
individual resonance curves.

An example of our calculation is shown in Fig. 3 for th
MOT0,0 and the 3D lin' lin0,0 case. The better agreement
experimental and theoretical spectra in the latter case ca
attributed to the much simpler lattice situation. But even
the MOT0,0 light field, we can extract a theoretical coefficie
k relating oscillator frequencies and light shifts that devia
by only 14% from the experimental value. For the 3
lin' lin0,0 lattice, the measured and calculatedk differ by 3%
only.

In addition, very similar spectra were recorded for sev
more different settings of the relative time phases of
MOT fields~see Fig. 4!, indicating that in a regular magneto
optical trap full 3D localization of atoms occurs for all po
sible time phases. This observation differs substantially fr
Hemmerichset al.’s @11# 2D experiment, in which only cer

FIG. 3. Comparison of experimental and theoretical~gray!
transmission spectra for two different light field configuration
3D lin' lin0,0 ~left! and MOT0,0 ~right! at identical laser parameter
as in Fig. 1.
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tain values of the relative time phases led to efficient loc
ization. The difference with these experiments is further s
ported by the significantly smaller width obtained for th
Raman resonances~100 kHz in our case versus 1 MHz!,
again indicating stronger confinement in all directions.

The reason for the weak dependence of the oscilla
frequencies on the time phases is the interplay between
larization and intensity gradients of the 3D MOT light-fie
configuration. For example, in the case ofFx,y56p/3 @re-
gion near the point~a! in Fig. 4# the light field at the deepes
potentials is circulary polarized, providing the maximu
possible coupling of the local light field and the atoms op
cally pumped into theumFu5F states. On the other hand, th
strongest spatial intensity modulations take place for
MOT0,0 case@point ~d! in Fig. 4# with linear polarization
everywhere. Hence the influence of the ellipticity on the lig
shift for various time phases is mostly compensated for
the intensity modulation of the corresponding light fields.
displayed in Fig. 4, the oscillation frequenciesnOsz show
only moderate variation of about 22% despite the obviou
completely different light fields~a!–~g!.

Our no-free-parameter model, which only employs la
intensity, detuning, and ellipticity of the local light field an
assumes a model distribution of atoms among vibratio
levels, reproduces experimental spectra with satisfactory
curacy regarding shape, position, and width of probe tra
mission resonances.

In conclusion, we propose to consider the low
temperature regime of the MOT as an optical lattice in
first place. A reconciliation with the spring constant mod
@2# may be obtained accounting for the different time sca
used to derive information about the stored atoms. The tra
mission spectra reported here and in other works on opt
lattices are typically governed by physical processes ac
on the microsecond time scale. In contrast, the spring c
stant model which describes, for instance, position damp
of an atom at length scales larger than the optical wavelen
seems more appropriate on longer time scales of order
liseconds. This conclusion is in accord with our observat
of different transport properties of a single atom in a MO
@28,29# by means of photon correlations, which also show

:

FIG. 4. Left: Ellipticity of the local light field at the points o
minimum potential energy as a function of time phases
MOTFx ,Fy

. The points~a!–~g! indicate the values of time phase
where transmission spectra were recorded. Right: Experime
~gray! and theoretical oscillator frequenciesnOsz for the time phase
combinations~a!–~g!.
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a distinct behavior on the microsecond and milliseco
scales.
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